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MANAV RACHNA EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (MREI) IS ONE OF THE LEADING NAMES IN HIGHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION, WITH A DYNAMIC SPECTRUM OF ACTIVITIES. THE NAME ACTIVELY PROMOTES LIFE AS A JOURNEY OF INTELLECTUAL AND PERSONAL DISCOVERY THROUGH HIGHLY INNOVATIVE AND FLEXIBLE HORIZONS. THE INSTITUTION COMPRIS 15 ENTITIES, A DEEMED UNIVERSITY, A STATE UNIVERSITY, A DENTAL COLLEGE AND K-12 SCHOOLS.

THE MANAV RACHNA UNIVERSE

Manav Rachna Educational Institutions are the brainchild of Dr. O P Bhattia, an educationist, and a philanthropist. Founded in 1997, MREI is a visible symbol of knowledge & experience providing high-quality education in various fields. The institutions have over 34,000+ alumni base, 600+ reputed MNCs & Indian Corporate patronising MREI, 535+ Patents (filed/granted), 60+ global academic collaborations, and 80+ Alumni & In Campus start-ups, 13 are the countries from which Manav Rachna students arrive, 7800 Research papers in International/ National Journals and Conferences. Institutions at MREI comprise Manav Rachna University (MRU), Manav Rachna Dental College (MRDC) and Manav Rachna International Institute of Research & Studies (MRIIRS). MREI also has twelve K-12 schools across the country.

DIRECTOR’S PROFILE

Lt. General (Dr.) R K Anand
Director- Centre for Distance and Online Education


He has created and nurtured institutions in Technology, Medicine, Hospitality and Fashion Design in various parts of the country. He has done extensive work on operational research and logistics management. Prof. Anand is an MBA in Operational Research and Business Administration from Osmania University. He is an M.Phil in Strategic Studies from Madras University with an M.Tech in Communication Engineering from IIT Delhi. He has also done his Ph.D. in Cyber Security studying the impact of Cyber threat on high intensity organisations.
M.COM - PROGRAMME

ABOUT CENTRE FOR DISTANCE AND ONLINE EDUCATION (CDOE):

The ultimate touchstone of quality education is the quality culture permeating in any education Institution. In today’s world of digitization, technical education stands at the crossroads of keeping pace with the emerging needs of humankind along with fast changing trends in governance and scientific development.

Manav Rachna Centre for Distance and Online Education has been launched under Manav Rachna International Institute of Research and Studies (NAAC ‘A’ Grade Accredited Institution) to provide quality education to those students who are not able to draw benefits from conventional systems of Education. Seven programmes in different streams namely Computer Applications, Management, Commerce, Business Administration and Economics will be offered by University in online mode with specialization in different domain such as Healthcare, Business Analytics, Data Science, Banking and Finance, Artificial Intelligence, cyber security and many more. In today’s opportunistic world, specialized education is essential for successful professional life. Manav Rachna Centre for Distance and Online Education has collaborated with prominent industry partners to provide global career opportunities to the students and prepare the students to acquire the increased technology intensive needs of today.

In addition, Manav Rachna Online Education provides Multi-disciplinary approach for the students to shape their career inside and outside their domain of education and to meet the evolving needs of the society. The commitment of Multi-disciplinary education is to broaden the participation of student in higher education and leads to a more diverse community. The renowned faculty, cutting-edge advanced curriculum, technology driven and a remarkable content delivery leads to the successful implementation of online programmes.

MASTER OF COMMERCE-ONLINE

Manav Rachna is offering UGC Approved M.Com Online degree programme at the Centre for Distance and Online Education.

“Master of Commerce” at “Manav Rachna Centre for Distance and Online Education” provides Multi-disciplinary approach for the students to shape their career inside and outside their domain of education and to meet the evolving needs of the society. The commitment of Multi-disciplinary education is to broaden the participation of student in higher education and leads to a more diverse community. In Multi-disciplinary approach, students are inspired to select courses from different disciplines to expand their knowledge, discover themselves through creative thinking and learn the skills of collaboration.

The online programme will help the students to achieve an academic degree along with flexibility and relaxation. This online programme holds equal academic value to an on-campus degree and help students in developing themselves into an industry ready as equivalent to a conventional degree. Students can perfectly reshape their career and future through impeccably designed online programmes.

The renowned faculty, cutting-edge advanced curriculum, technology driven and a remarkable content delivery will be helpful in the successful implementation of online programmes.
HIGHLIGHTS

• Enables the students to gain advanced knowledge in three spheres viz., Accounting and Law, Applied Business Economics and Management-oriented issues.

• Enables students to develop deeper practical insights and skills by offering work-based training courses in all three spheres of business.

• Dedicated Career and Placement Assistance provided to each of the student, enabling him/her to choose and pursue one amongst higher studies, professional courses, employment and entrepreneurship.

• Enables students to have in-depth insight into commerce, management and economics, in turn, preparing them for self as well as corporate employment. Having knowledge of these areas, students can manage their own businesses professionally well; and in case of corporate employment, they are quite fit in the sectors like, banking, tax planning, accounting & finance, insurance, stock broking, statistics, etc.

WHY CHOOSE MANAV RACHNA CENTRE FOR DISTANCE AND ONLINE EDUCATION?

• Flexibility
• Friendly LMS System
• Guided Mentorship
• Rigorous Assessment System

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

World Class Learning Technology:
• Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs)
• Discussion Boards and Web Forums
• Real-time video conferencing and collaboration tools
• Video streaming services like YouTube/Vimeo
• Projects/Collaboration work on GitHub
CORPORATE CONNECTS